In utero supplementation with methyl donors enhances allergic airway disease in mice
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Asthma is a complex heritable disease that is increasing in prevalence and severity, particularly in developed countries such as the United States, where 11% of the population is affected. The contribution of environmental and genetic factors to this growing epidemic is currently not well understood. We developed the hypothesis, based on previous literature, that changes in DNA methylation resulting in aberrant gene transcription may enhance the risk of developing allergic airway disease. Our findings indicate that in mice, a maternal diet supplemented with methyl donors enhanced the severity of allergic airway disease that was inherited trans-generationally. Using a genomic approach, we discovered 82 gene-associated loci that were differentially methylated after in utero supplementation with a methyl-rich diet. These methylation changes were associated with decreased transcriptional activity and increased disease severity. Runt-related transcription factor 3 (Runx3), a gene known to negatively regulate allergic airway disease, was found to be excessively methylated, and Runx3 mRNA and protein levels were suppressed in progeny exposed in utero to a high-methylation diet. Moreover, treatment with a demethylating agent increased Runx3 gene transcription, further supporting our claim that a methyl-rich diet can affect methylation status and consequent transcriptional regulation. Our findings indicate that dietary factors can modify the heritable risk of allergic airway disease through epigenetic mechanisms during a vulnerable period of fetal development in mice.

Introduction

Asthma is a complex heritable disease that is increasing in severity and prevalence, particularly in developed countries. Currently, asthma affects 11% of the US population and accounts for $9.4 billion of direct health care costs (1). However, the combination of genetic and environmental factors that contributes to this growing epidemic of allergic asthma is not well understood. While unique inhaled exposures likely contribute to the development of asthma (2), other environmental exposures, such as dietary changes, could also be contributing to these changing patterns of disease.

Pregnant women in developed countries now have diets supplemented with folate, designed to protect the fetus from developing facial clefting as well as neural tube and cardiac defects (3). Importantly, this prenatal supplement is a source of methyl donors, which could alter DNA methylation and may affect genetic expression (4, 5). Methylation of CpG islands within regulatory regions of DNA is an important mechanism to control transcriptional activity (5). The level of CpG methylation within specific genetic regions appears transmissible across generations (6). In fact, it has been shown that the concentration of methyl donors in the diet of pregnant agouti mice has transgenerational effects on coat color of the progeny due to altered expression of the agouti gene resulting from methylation of the agouti promoter (7, 8). Emerging research indicates that epigenetic mechanisms affect the expression of transcription factors that control the lineage of Th1 (9–11), Th2 (11–13), and Treg (14) cells. For instance, hypomethylation of naïve T cells enhances the expression of FoxP3 (14, 15) and STAT4 (9–11), resulting in the expansion of Treg and Th1 cells, supporting the hypothesis that hypomethylation could prevent allergic airway disease by increasing the population of Treg cells and skewing toward a Th1 phenotype. Based on these observations, we hypothesized that in utero exposure to a diet rich in methyl donors could reduce the expression of key genes that regulate the development of an adaptive immune response, increasing Th2 immunity and enhancing the heritable risk of developing allergic airway disease.

To pursue this hypothesis, we evaluated the effects of in utero dietary modifications on the severity of allergic airway disease in mice and on site-specific DNA methylation throughout the genome. We report that maternal dietary intake of methyl donors enhances the severity of allergic airway disease in offspring of C57BL/6J mice and that this trait is inherited trans-generationally. We further show that in utero dietary supplementation with methyl donors can enhance DNA methylation at specific CpG motifs, which is associated with both altered gene expression and the severity of allergic airway disease. Using a demethylating agent, we demonstrated transcriptional regulation through DNA methylation. Our findings indicate that in a mouse model in utero, dietary factors can modify the heritable risk of allergic airway disease during a vulnerable period of fetal development through epigenetic mechanisms.
Results
In utero exposure to dietary methyl donors affects the severity of airway disease. We first compared the development of allergic airway disease in the progeny of C57BL/6J dams exposed to diets that were supplemented with reduced or enhanced levels of methyl donors (Supplemental Table 1; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/JCI34378DS1). In the initial experiments, dams and pups were maintained on respective diets throughout the experimental protocol. The F1 progeny exposed to an in utero and postweaning diet supplemented with methyl donors demonstrated enhanced cardinal features of allergic airway disease, including airway hyperreactivity, lung lavage eosinophilia and IL-13, and higher concentrations of serum IgE (Supplemental Figure 1). Although somewhat less robust, the effect of in utero dietary modification on the allergic airway phenotype was paternally transmitted to the F2 generation with more eosinophilic airway inflammation and higher concentrations of total serum IgE from male F1 mice exposed in utero to an HMD (Figure 3). In contrast to in utero exposure, dietary methyl donor exposure solely during either lactation or adulthood (between 3 and 10 weeks after gestation) did not result in significant differences in the severity of allergic airway disease (Supplemental Figures 3 and 4). These observations indicate that gestation represents a unique period of enhanced vulnerability to methyl donors that can predispose offspring to the future development of allergic airway disease.

Figure 1
Gestational exposure to dietary methyl donors regulates severity of allergic asthma. Adult C57BL/6J progeny exposed to HMD in utero demonstrate enhanced allergic inflammation when compared with those exposed to LMD. C57BL/6J breeding pairs were fed HMD, RD (NIH-31), or LMD beginning 2 weeks prior to mating and during pregnancy. Experimental diets were continued until the time of weaning, when F1 progeny were placed on RD (NIH-31). At 6 to 10 weeks of age, F1 mice were immunized and subjected to an OVA challenge. In utero exposure to HMD was associated with enhanced (A) airway responsiveness to methacholine (n = 5–6; *P < 0.05) (HMD, squares; LMD, diamonds), (B) concentration of lung lavage eosinophils (n = 31–63; HMD, white bars; LMD, black bars), (C) percentage of lung lavage eosinophils (n = 31–63), (D) IL-13 levels in whole-lung lavage fluid (n = 15–26), (E) total serum IgE (n = 15–26; *P < 0.05, HMD versus LMD), (F) OVA-specific IgE (n = 15–26; †P = 0.05, HMD versus LMD), and (G) OVA-specific IgG1 (n = 15–26; *P < 0.05, HMD versus LMD). Avg, average.
In utero exposure to dietary methyl donors alters lymphocyte function. Next, we observed that in utero exposure to HMD was associated with increased ratio of CD4+CD8+ lymphocytes in the spleen (Figure 4A). This observation indicates that in utero exposures can affect T lymphocyte maturation and development. To determine whether in utero diet affected lymphocyte function, we harvested and cultured thymocytes, splenocytes, and mediastinal lymph nodes from immunized and OVA-challenged animals that were exposed in utero to either an HMD or an LMD. Although no consistent differences in Th2 cytokines (IL-4, IL-5, or IL-13) in the supernatant of cell cultures following exposure to OVA were detected, we identified robust differences in the CC chemokines KC, CCL4 (MIP1β), and CCL5 (RANTES) derived from splenocytes, lymph nodes, and thymocytes (Figure 4B). These CC chemokines play an important role in chemotaxis of monocytes and eosinophils and can contribute to the severity of allergic asthma (16).

To determine whether dietary exposure alone was sufficient to specifically modify T lymphocyte cytokine production, we isolated splenic CD4+ lymphocytes from mice gestated on either an HMD or LMD and stimulated them with monoclonal antibodies to CD3+CD28+. In this assay, we demonstrate that exposure to methyl donors favors lymphocyte maturation into a Th2 phenotype. In aggregate, these findings (Figures 1–4) indicate that in utero exposure to methyl donors enhances the development and severity of allergic airway disease by regulating differentiation of T lymphocytes and suggests that DNA methylation may play a role in the development of this phenotype.

The asthmatic phenotype is associated with enhanced site-specific CpG methylation. To evaluate differences in DNA methylation, we analyzed both global methylation and site-specific methylation. We observed no significant differences in total DNA methylation of whole lung tissue between progeny of dams treated with high and low methylation diets as measured with a methylation-sensitive restriction enzyme assay. This was not surprising, since our LMD did contain the minimal concentration of methyl donors necessary to prevent congenital abnormalities. We subsequently reasoned that key regulatory regions affecting T cell maturation could skew toward a Th2 phenotype in the progeny of mice gestated on an HMD. To address this possibility, we measured methylation in 2–4 CpG sites within the promoter regions of the Th2 cytokines IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 and a Th2 cytokine locus control region within rad50 (17), the RHS7 hypersensitivity site, and then used methylation-specific PCR to examine the methylation state of these CpG islands in lung tissue from our treatment groups. Importantly,
this approach did not yield discernible differences between the mice gestated on either an HMD or an LMD and led us to speculate that key regulatory genes that controlled the development of an adaptive immune response were differentially methylated.

To screen for specific targets that were differentially methylated, we analyzed genome-wide site-specific DNA methylation in phenotypic extremes of our F1 progeny that were gestated on either an HMD or LMD. Using a modification of methylation-specific digital karyotyping (MSDK) (18), we profiled site-specific differences in DNA methylation throughout the genome in lung tissue from F1 mice with severe allergic airway disease (lavage eosinophils > 75%) exposed in utero to an HMD and F1 mice with minimal allergic airway disease (lavage eosinophils < 25%) exposed in utero to an LMD. To accomplish this, we generated 2 MSDK libraries and sequenced up to 70,000 genomic tags per library. After comparison of the 2 groups (severe allergic airway disease/HMD vs. minimal allergic airway disease/LMD), we selected for genomic tags with at least a 5-fold difference in tag counts between these groups. For the purposes of this investigation, we focused on the 121 loci that have lower genomic tag frequencies (higher level of methylation) in the asthmatic/HMD group. Of these 121 loci, 82 had a \( P \) value of less than 0.05 (Supplemental Table 2). Conceptually, each of these loci represents a potential candidate gene that through altered expression may influence the risk of developing allergic airway disease.

The 10 most significantly differentially methylated genomic tags identified from the MSDK analysis represent regions of biological interest. These candidate regulatory regions were located in close proximity to the following genes: zinc finger DHHC domain containing 5 (Zdhhc5), very low-density lipoprotein receptor (Vldlr), sparc/osteonectin (Spock2), Cbp/p300 interacting transactivator (Cited4), cyclin M1 (Cnnm1), palmitoylated 5 (Mpp5), deoxyguanosine kinase (Dgyok), \( \alpha \)-1,3-galactosyltransferase 2 (A3galt2), zinc-finger protein NOLZ1 (Zfp503), and REST corepressor 3 (Rcor3). In addition, we identified several genes known to play a role in cellular migration (Rho GTPase [Rnd3] and CDC42 effector protein [Cdc42ep1]) and allergic airway disease (runt-related transcription factor 3 [Runx3], nuclear factor of activated T cells [Nfatc1], and Janus kinase 2 [Jak2]).

**Validation of MSDK analysis.** We analyzed differences in DNA methylation in regions of CpG islands located in close proximity to the genomic tag identified by MSDK and the transcription start site for 5 selected candidate genes (Runx3, Jak2, Nfatc1, Rcor3, Ube2j1) using base-specific cleavage and MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. This method allowed us to measure the levels of DNA methylation in a quantitative manner revealing differential DNA methylation, though not all the CpG dinucleotides were informative in this analysis. Differential methylation within a predicted Pax2 transcription binding site (nucleotide 282 of Cbp/p300 interacting transactivator of transcription factor 3 [Runx3]) was associated with level of transcription. These results suggest that increased methylation correlates with reduced level of mRNA expression (Supplemental Figure 5).

To internally validate the results from the MSDK analysis, we measured the transcript levels of several candidate genes derived from the MSDK results in whole lung tissue from high responders/HMD and low responders/LMD (Figure 5A). As expected, the hyper-
methylated genes derived from the MSDK analysis (Runx3, Nfatc1, Jak2, Rcor3, and Ube2j1) demonstrated reduced mRNA expression in lung tissue when we compared high responders/HMD to low responders/LMD (Figure 5A). To independently validate the MSDK analysis, we measured the concentration of Runx3 protein in lung tissue obtained from nonselected mice gestated on an HMD (n = 5) or LMD (n = 3) and found that mice treated in utero with an HMD had a significantly lower concentration of Runx3 protein in the lung tissue (Figure 5B). To further test the validity of these findings in a more homogeneous cell population, we isolated splenocytes from nonselected OVA-challenged mice exposed in utero with an HMD to gestation. This study provides what we believe is the first in vivo evidence that in utero diet can have an impact on CpG methylation and transgenerational inheritance of allergic airway disease.

Pregnancy is associated with a strong skewing of the immune system toward the Th2 cytokine profile, which enables survival of the fetus (19, 20). Postnatal persistence of Th2 polarization would favor the future development of allergic diseases, such as asthma. Consistent with this logic, failure to suppress genes that negatively regulate Th2 and favor normal maturation of the immune system could lead to enhanced severity of allergic airway disease in adults. Our observation that exposure to methyl donors was associated with altered lymphocyte development and function suggests that suppression of regulatory genes might contribute to enhanced allergic airway disease observed in animals exposed to dietary methyl donors. Previous in vitro studies indicate that DNA methylation can regulate T lymphocyte differentiation to either Th1 or Th2 lineages (9, 11–14). In vitro, hypomethylation enhances the expression of STAT4 and IFN-γ (11) in CD4+ T cells and induces FoxP3 expression (14), skewing toward a Th1 response and increasing the population of Treg cells. We provide in vivo evidence that in utero diet modifies differentiation of splenic T lymphocytes to express either CD4 or CD8. We identify enhanced CpG methylation and mRNA expression of Runx3, a gene known to regulate CD4+/CD8+ T lymphocyte development (21-24) by silencing CD4+ expression. The reduced level in mRNA for Runx3, Nfatc1, and Jak2 with a demethylating agent, supporting the idea that DNA methylation causes a decreased concentration of transcript as seen in the isolated splenocytes from HMD mice. These findings support the hypothesis that dietary supplementation with methyl donors could alter promoter DNA methylation, reduce the expression of key genes that regulate adaptive immunity, and enhance the severity of allergic airway disease.

Discussion

Our findings demonstrate that in utero exposure to a diet rich in methyl donors can enhance the severity of allergic airway disease in the offspring of mice and that this predisposition appears to be partially transmitted to subsequent generations. Moreover, methylation studies identified specific genes, including Runx3, that are under epigenetic control and that may play a fundamental role in the development and severity of this condition. Since diets rich in methyl donors did not significantly affect the airway disease phenotype of mice when exposed during either lactation or adulthood, there appears to be a period of vulnerability that is limited to gestation. This study provides what we believe is the first in vivo evidence that in utero diet can have an impact on CpG methylation and transgenerational inheritance of allergic airway disease.

Figure 5

DNA methylation affects mRNA and protein expression. Relative mRNA expression was measured by real-time PCR using SYBR-Green as described in Methods. (A) Comparison between HMD/high responders (n = 8) and LMD/low responders (n = 3) in challenged C57BL/6 mice in lung tissue. P = 0.30 (Runx3); P = 0.10 (Nfatc1); *P = 0.02 (Jak2); P = 0.20 (Rcor3); P = 0.08 (Ube2j1). (B) Runx3 protein expression was determined in lung tissue from individual F1 mice exposed in utero to either an HMD (n = 5) or an LMD (n = 3). Mouse Runx3 protein was detected in total lung cell extracts by a polyclonal antibody to human AML2/*Runx3. 1P < 0.05, HMD versus LMD. (C) Comparison of gene expression from splenocytes obtained from F1 mice treated in utero with a high (n = 5) or low (n = 8) methylation diet and subsequently sensitized and subjected to an OVA challenge. 1P = 0.01 (Nfatc1); 1P = 0.03 (Runx3); P = 0.06 (Jak2). (D) In vitro effect of a demethylating agent on gene expression from splenocytes. Splenocytes were obtained from F1 mice treated in utero with an HMD following sensitization and challenge with OVA. 1 x 10⁶ cells were exposed to 4 μg OVA in vitro for 72 hours and either pulsed daily with saline or 1.0 μM of azacytidine (Aza). 1P = 0.003 (Runx3); P = 0.008 (Nfatc1); 1P = 0.08 (Jak2).

S-Azacytidine reverses suppression of mRNA expression. We reasoned that in vitro treatment with a demethylating agent would lead to an increased level of mRNA in splenocytes from mice treated in utero with an HMD. As shown in Figure 5D, there was an increase
Methyl-supplemented diets were designed to provide an increase in the total amount of both cofactors and methyl donors required for methyl metabolism. AIN-93G (Research Diets Inc.) was supplemented during manufacturing with folic acid, vitamin B12, choline, l-methionine, zinc, and betaine. Choline is from choline chloride, betaine is anhydrous, and zinc is from ZnSO4·7H2O (8). Genistein (300 mg/kg diet) was added as a source of phytoestrogens, which have been demonstrated to alter levels of DNA methylation (37). The supplemented amounts of all components in the HMD or LMD are reported in Supplemental Table 1. Each of the experimental diets (HMD, LMD) provided sufficient levels of vitamins to facilitate normal growth, development, and reproduction. Standard NIH-31 chow was considered RD (Harlan Teklad). C57BL/6j mice were treated with HMD, RD, or LMD for 2 weeks prior to mating with C57BL/6j males and during pregnancy. The F1 progeny were placed on RD at the time of weaning (7). F2 progeny were generated by breeding the F1 males exposed to either HMD or LMD in utero with wild-type, untreated C57BL/6j females to generate F2 progeny. The F2 mice were kept on RD. The number of animals phenotyped in each generation included the following: F1 (HMD, 31; RD, 63; LMD, 34); F2 (HMD, 14; LMD, 19).

**OVA sensitization and challenge.** Eight- to twelve-week-old C57BL/6j mice (The Jackson Laboratory) were immunized and subjected to an OVA challenge as previously described (38). In brief, animals were immunized on days 0 and 7 by i.p. injections of 10 μg of OVA (Sigma-Aldrich) complemented with 2.0 mg of aluminum hydroxide (alum) (AlumInject; Pierce Biotechnologies Inc.) in a total volume of 100 μl. Control mice were sensitized by i.p. injection of 2.0 mg alum alone in a total volume of 100 μl on the same days. On days 14–16, mice were exposed to an aerosol of 1% OVA generated using a collision 6-jet nebulizer (BGI Inc.) for 40 minutes each day. Animals were phenotyped on day 17. Experimental protocols were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences.

**Airway physiology.** Anesthesia was achieved with 60 mg/kg of pentobarbital sodium injected i.p. Mice were then given neuromuscular blockade (0.8 ml/kg pancuronium bromide) and ventilated with a computer-controlled small animal ventilator (flexiVent; SCIREQ), with a tidal volume of 7.5 ml/kg and a positive end-expiratory pressure of 3 cm H2O. Measurements of respiratory mechanics were made by the forced oscillation technique. Response to aerosolized methacholine (0, 10 mg/ml, 25 mg/ml, and 50 mg/ml) was determined by resistance measurements every 30 seconds for 5 minutes, ensuring the parameters calculated had peaked. The lungs were inflated to total lung capacity after each dose of methacholine, maintaining open airways and returning the measurements back to baseline. The resistance measurements were then averaged at each dose and graphed (R50 measured in cmH2O/ml/s) along with the initial baseline measurement.

**Whole-lung lavage.** Whole-lung lavage was completed and cell differentials were determined, as previously described (38). Lavage cells were spun onto a glass slide using a cytocentrifuge (Cytospin 2; Shandon Southern) and stained using a Hemacolor (EMD). Cell-free lavage supernatants were stored at −70°C. Supernatants were concentrated for measurement of IL-13 using a Centricron YM-3 (Millipore) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

**Cytokine and serum IgE.** ELISA kit was used to evaluate concentration of IL-13 in whole-lung lavage fluid (R&D Systems). Serum IgE levels were detected by ELISA (BD Biosciences — Pharmingen). Multiplexed fluorescent bead–based immunoassays (Bio-Rad) was used to evaluate concentration of 23 cytokines from supernatants from cultured splenocytes, thoracic lymph nodes, and thymocytes. Results are reported only for consistent significant differences in all 3 populations of lymphoid organs examined. ELISA kits and Bio-Plex suspension array system were used according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

**Western blot.** Lung tissues from F1 progeny exposed to an in utero diet supplemented with methyl donors were homogenized and lysed in ice-cold lysis buffer containing 20 mM Tris, pH 7.4, 137 mM NaCl, 25 mM

---

**Methods**

**Methyl donor diet and breeding protocol.** Methyl-supplemented diets were designed to provide an increase in the total amount of both cofactors and methylation, gene expression, and T lymphocyte development.

Consistent with an epigenetic mechanism that regulates the severity of allergic asthma in this model, we observed transgenerational inheritance of this phenotype. Previous work indicates that maternal diet consumption results in alterations in coat color in the agouti mouse as a result of differential CpG methylation (7, 8). Additionally, epigenetic modifications can be transgenerationally inherited through persistence of epigenetic changes in the germ line (6, 32, 33). Our observation of partial transmission of disease risk suggests that the epigenetic effects on allergic airway disease are indeed reduced but persist into the F2 generation. Recently, dietary folic acid intake has been associated with CpG methylation in humans, which can be transmitted across generations (34). In addition to dietary exposures, it is likely that other environmental exposures could have an impact on epigenetic transmission of complex disease. For example, it is known that tobacco smoke can modify gene expression by DNA hypermethylation (35). Our discovery that the severity of allergic airway disease caused by in utero exposure to methyl donors can be passed through generations is consistent with an epigenetic mechanism of transmission. However, these transgeneration affects should be interpreted with caution, since the F2 generation germ line could have been exposed during gestation of the F1 generation (36). In aggregate, these observations support the complexity of heritable diseases and raise the possibility that epigenetic modification could contribute to the limited success of both linkage and association studies in complex heritable diseases such as asthma.

These observations suggest that the increased prevalence of allergic asthma in humans may in part be related to increased perinatal dietary supplementation with methyl donors. Given the importance of folate supplementation in preventing congenital abnormalities (3) and the differences in murine and human biology, we need to carefully evaluate the potential for adverse consequences of dietary supplementation during pregnancy before considering modifications in the current recommendations. However, our research suggests that too much dietary supplementation, especially with methyl donors during pregnancy, may have unexpected biological and pathophysiological consequences. Understanding the complex interactions between environmental exposures and genetic vulnerability will provide insight into future interventions for individuals at risk for the development of allergic asthma.
β-glycerol phosphate, pH 7.4, 2 mM PPI, Na, 2 mM EDTA, pH 7.4, 1% Triton X-100, 10% glycerol, 1 mM PMSE, 5 µg/ml leupeptin, 5 µg/ml peptatin, 5 µg/ml aprotinin, 1 mM NaVO₃, and 1 mM DTT. After centrifugation, tissue extracts were separated by SDS-PAGE and transferred to a PVDF membrane. The membrane was incubated with blocking buffer containing 1× Tris-buffered saline, 0.1% Tween-20, and 5% w/v nonfat dry milk for 1 hour at room temperature and was immunoblotted overnight at 4°C with polyclonal antibodies to human AML2/Runx3 (Active Motif). β-actin served as a sample-loading control (Cell Signaling Technology Inc.). Membranes were incubated with the HRP-conjugated anti-rabbit antibody (Cell Signaling Technology Inc.) for 1 hour at room temperature. Protein was detected by the ECL Plus (Amersham Biosciences). Densitometric analysis was performed by ImageJ densitometry software (NIH) after scanning of the films. Runx3 protein levels were normalized to β-actin protein levels.

**Lymphocyte assays.** For flow cytometry, 1 × 10⁶ cells from each animal were analyzed. Purified cells were blocked with Fc block, murine IgG, and rat IgG, then stained with fluorescent-conjugated monoclonal antibodies for CD3, CD4, and CD8 (BD Biosciences). Analysis was performed using FACS Vantage SE (BD Biosciences), and counts were calculated automatically by FlowJo software (TreeStar Inc.). Spleen, thoracic lymph nodes, and thymus tissue were harvested from F1 progeny of HMD or LMD mice after immunization and challenge with OVA. Cells were minced, passed through a 50-μm cell strainer, and isolated by density gradient centrifugation with Histopaque 1083 (Sigma-Aldrich). To determine the functional implications of respective diets, 2 × 10⁶ cells were cultured in RPMI with 10% FCS and exposed to 4 μg OVA for 72 hours. Supernatants were collected and evaluated for cytokines/chemokines by Lumienex protein profiling. Next, we harvested splenocytes from mice with gestational exposure to HMD or LMD without immunization/challenge to OVA and isolated CD4+ lymphocytes by negative selection using MACS (Miltenyi Biotec). These cells were challenged with antibodies to CD3’CD28’ (each 1 µg/ml) for 48 hours. Supernatants were collected and analyzed by ELISA (BD Biosciences) – Pharmingen for levels of IL-4 and IFN-γ.

**In vitro treatment with azacytidine.** Splenocytes were isolated as above, cultured at concentrations of 1 × 10⁶ cells/ml, exposed to 4 µg OVA in vitro for 72 hours, and pulsed daily with either saline or 1.0 μM of azacytidine.

**MSDK and data analysis.** Genomic DNA was isolated from snap-frozen lung tissue samples that were subjected to an HMD or an LMD using a DNaseasy kit (QIAGEN) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Two samples with low eosinophil counts (LMD) and 2 samples with high eosinophil counts (HMD) were selected for MSDK library construction. Library construction was essentially performed as described with a few minor modifications (18). For each library, 2 μg of genomic DNA was digested with the mapping enzyme NotI, ligated to biotinylated NotI linkers (Integrated DNA Technologies), and digested with the fragmenting enzyme NlaIII. DNA fragments containing the biotinylated linkers were isolated using streptavidin-coated magnetic beads (Dynal Biotech) and ligated to linkers, including recognition sites for Mmel. The 21-bp sequence tags were released by digestion with Mmel as has been described for Long SAGE (39). The isolated tags were self ligated, PCR amplified, concatenated, cloned in pZero (Invitrogen), and sequenced. DNA from plasmidinserts containing serial genomic tags was purified and sequenced at Agencourt Bioscience Corp. The SAGE 2000 software package enabled the extraction of the genomic tags from the sequence files. Tag sequences, tag counts, and gene associations were stored in a Microsoft Access relational database for subsequent selection and matching to virtual tags. The virtual genomic tags were extracted from the mouse genome sequence using a python script (http://www.python.org/). This identified a total of 10,577 virtual tags, of which, 8,414 were unique. The mouse genome sequence was obtained from Ensembl (http://www.ensembl.org/). A z-score was used to quantify the strength of the observed difference in the proportions of tags of a given sequence (count for the sequence divided by the total tag counts) in the 2 libraries.

**Global DNA methylation.** Measurement of the amount of methylation present in the mouse genome was performed using CpGlobal (Ambergren). In brief, 100 ng of genomic DNA was digested with HpaII and MspI (NEB) in triplicate in a 96-well microtiter plate for 2 hours at 37°C. The S’ overhangs left after digestion were end filled with biotinylated nucleotides (PerkinElmer) for 30 minutes at 37°C. The biotinylated DNA was bound to the surface of a 96-well MicroFluor 2 White Plate (Thermo Scientific) and left on a rotator overnight at room temperature. The wells were washed 4 times with wash solution, and the amount of biotin incorporated into the DNA was detected by HRP chemiluminescence (KPL). Luminescence was measured using a Wallac EnVision 2100 multilabel reader (PerkinElmer). The methylation index was calculated by dividing the values for HpaII luminescence by the average value for MspI luminescence.

**Real-time PCR.** Total RNA was extracted from frozen lung tissue using the RNAsenets total RNA isolation system (Promega). Equal amounts of total RNA (5 μg), as determined by the Ribogreen RNA quantification kit (Molecular Probes), were used in a 20 μl cDNA synthesis reaction primed with oligo-dT (SuperScript II; Invitrogen). Control reactions were prepared in parallel without reverse transcriptase. Prior to cDNA synthesis, residual genomic DNA was removed from total RNA with a DNase I treatment (DNA-free; Ambion). Quantitative PCR was performed with a 7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR system (Applied Biosystems) using SYBR Green. PCR reactions were performed in triplicate, and the threshold cycle numbers were averaged. Gene expression levels were normalized to 3 genes: actin, beta (ACTB), β-2-microglobulin (B2M), and phosphoglycerate kinase 1 (PGK1). The relative expression levels were calculated in comparison with the levels in total RNA from naive mouse brain (Ambion) according to the comparative Ct method in which the relative expression equals 2^(-ΔΔCt). PCR primers were designed using the Primer3 interface (http://www.genome.wi.mit.edu/cgi-bin/primer/primer3_www.cgi). A list of the PCR primers used for each gene follows: Runx3 forward, 5’-CAGGTTCAACAGCATCTGGAT-3’, Runx3 reverse, 5’-AGGCCTTGCTGGTCTCTTCT-3’, Jak2 reverse, 5’-TCTGGGAGATCTCGAGT-3’, Jak2 forward, 5’-CAGCAGTACGACTCTTGGAAA-3’, Nfat1 forward, 5’-CTACCTGGTCCTCAACACAAA-3’, Nfat1 reverse, 5’-CACCCTGTGGTCTCTC-3’, Rcor3 forward, 5’-CATGGTGAACAGCAGTCTG-3’, Rcor3 reverse, 5’-AGTGCTCGAAGGATTGT-3’, Actb forward, 5’-TCCGTTAAGACCTCTATGGC-3’, Actb reverse, 5’-TACTCTTGCTGCTGATCC-3’, and Ube2j1 forward, 5’-ACAGCAGCACTCGTATGG-3’, Ube2j1 reverse, 5’-ATAAGAAGCCGGCATTGCAA-3’.

**Methylation-specific PCR and MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry.** Sodium bisulfite modification of 500 ng genomic mouse lung DNA was performed using the EZ DNA Methylation-Gold Kit (Zymo Research) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Modified DNA was eluted from the column with 20 μl elution buffer, aliquotied, and stored at -20°C. PCR reactions were performed as previously described, using 2 μl modified genomic DNA (40). CpG islands at the S’ region and up to the first exon of each gene were identified using the UCSC Genome Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTrackUi?hgsid=111780762&cchr=4&hgpgislandext). The corresponding sequences were downloaded for primer design using MethPrimer (41) and Primer3. Primers were designed to contain at least 1 CpG dinucleotide, and multiple assays were established to evaluate various parts of a CpG island. Amplified products were analyzed by gel electrophoresis. Base-specific cleavage and MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry were performed by Sequenom Inc.

**Statistics.** Data were expressed as mean ± SEM. Significant differences between groups were identified by analysis of variance. Individual comparisons between groups were confirmed by 2-tailed Student’s t test or the
Mann-Whitney U test in all cases except for the F2 phenotypes, where a 1-tailed test was used because we were testing only 1 outcome, that an HMD was causing allergic airway inflammation in the F2 progeny. Statistical calculations were performed using SPSS (SPSS Inc.). P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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